Introduction
Primary decomposition of an ideal in a polynomial ring over a eld belongs to the indispensable theoretical tools in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. Geometrically it corresponds to the decomposition of an a ne variety into irreducible components and is, therefore, also an important geometric concept.
The decomposition of a variety into irreducible components is, however, slightly weaker than the full primary decomposition, since the irreducible components correspond only to the minimal primes of the ideal of the variety, which is a radical ideal. The embedded components, although invisible in the decomposition of the variety itself, are, however, responsible for many geometric properties, in particular, if we deform the variety slightly. Therefore, they cannot be neglected and the knowledge of the full primary decomposition is important also in a geometric context.
In contrast to the theoretical importance, one can nd in mathematical papers only very few concrete examples of non{trivial primary decompositions because carrying out such a decomposition by hand is almost impossible. This experience corresponds to the fact that providing e cient algorithms for primary decomposition of an ideal I K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ], K a eld, is also a di cult task and still one of the big challenges for computational algebra and computational algebraic geometry.
All known algorithms require Gr obner bases respectively characteristic sets and multivariate polynomial factorization over some (algebraic or transcendental) extension of the given eld K. The rst practical algorithm for computing the minimal associated primes is based on characteristic sets and the Ritt{Wu process ( R1] , R2], Wu], W]), the rst practical and general primary decomposition algorithm was given by Gianni, Trager and Zacharias GTZ] . New ideas from homological algebra were introduced by Eisenbud, Huneke and Vasconcelos in EHV] . Recently, Shimoyama and Yokoyama SY] provided a new algorithm, using Gr obner bases, to obtain the primary decompositon from the given minimal associated primes.
In the present paper we present all four approaches together with some improvements and with detailed comparisons, based upon an analysis of 34 examples using the computer algebra system SINGULAR GPS] . Since primary decomposition is a fairly complicated task, it is, therefore, best explained by dividing it into several subtasks, in particular, while sometimes only one of these subtasks is needed in practice. The paper is organized in such a way that we consider the subtasks separately and present the di erent approaches of the above{mentioned authors, with several tricks and improvements incorporated. Some of these improvements and the combination of certain steps from the different algorithms are essential for improving the practical performance.
Section 2 contains the algorithms. After explaining some important splitting tools, we explain two di erent approaches for computing the radical of I respectively the radical of the equidimensional hull. In Subsection 2.2 we present two algorithms for computing the equidimensional hull itself and a weak, that is, up to radical, decomposition of the equidimensional hull. The algorithms of GTZ] and EHV] both reduce the general problem to primary decomposition of zero{dimensional ideals. We, therefore, consider the 0{dimensional case, together with some theoretical background, in Subsection 2.3.
In Subsection 2.4 we describe the three algorithms of GTZ], EHV] and SY] for the general case, together with an algorithm to compute the minimal associated primes of I. The algorithm of EHV] uses the normalization of K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]=I and we present a new algorithm ( J] ), based on a criterion of Grauert and Remmert, in Subsection 2.5. Another algorithm for computing the minimal associated primes is based on characteristic sets and this is presented, together with some basic facts about characteristic sets, in Subsection 2.6. Section 3 is devoted to the examples and comparisons of the di erent approaches. The examples were taken from a still larger list and they demonstrate our present knowledge about the relative performance. Our table on the last page shows that a general best strategy does not exist. Generally speaking, the characteristic set method has problems if the examples require too many factorizations over extension elds, while GTZ] has problems if the examples require going to general position by a random coordinate change. So far, we can only recommend a combination of the di erent subalgorithms, depending on the example. In contrast to the opinion of some authors, our experience is that one should use factorization as often as possible, since usually the Gr obner bases computations are the hardest part. This is, in particular, true for the algorithm computing the minimal primes, where we use the factorizing Gr obner, but also there are exceptions. We are aware of the fact that comparison of algorithms by examples is certainly a ected by the choice of the examples and by tricky implementation features. On the other hand, the present paper appears to be the rst systematic comparison of the four, so far, most important algorithms under equal conditions. All algorithms presented in this paper are, or are about to be, implemented in SINGULAR with options for the user to combine his own favourite subalgorithms and are available in the library primdec.lib and distributed with the programme (cf. GPS]).
Throughout this paper, we assume that Gr obner bases computations and multivariate polynomial factorization are possible over all elds considered. All Gr obner bases are minimal, if not mentioned otherwise. For some assertions and algorithms, if char(K) = p, we need to assume p = 0 or p >> 0. Acknowledgement: the authors were supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through projects within the Schwerpunktprogramm.
The Algorithms
In this section, K is a eld, R = K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ], and I R is an ideal.
Our aim is to explain how to compute several decompositions of I, its radical p I, and the normalization of the factor ring R=I. Our main tools are Gr obner bases, but, for a complete primary decomposition, we also need multivariate polynomial factorization. All algorithms presented in this note are, or are about to be, implemented in SINGULAR. Splitting tools may allow the reduction of a given problem to a problem involving ideals which are easier to handle.
Lemma 1 (splitting tools). Let An important application of extension and contraction as in Lemma 4 re ects the dimension of I. In fact, the following may be taken as a de nition of dim(I):
dim(I) = maxf#u j u x; u is independent mod Ig: Recall that u is independent mod I if I \ k u] = f0g. In particular, I is zero{ dimensional if and only if I contains for each i a non{constant polynomial in the variable x i . Let X I := fu x j u is a maximal independent set mod I with #u = dim(I)g: Then for u 2 X I the extension IK(u) x r u] is zero{dimensional, and the contraction IK(u) x r u] \ K x] is equidimensional of dimension dim(I).
Instead of computing X I it is much easier to compute the (possibly proper) subset X < I := X L(I) , where < is a given admissible term{ordering on K x], and L(I) is the corresponding leading or initial ideal of I.
Radicals
We shall describe two di erent approaches to the computation of radicals. Another approach, which will not be treated here, is due to Becker and W ormann ( BW] ). We start with an algorithm, which, in its main part, is due to Krick and Logar ( KL] 
Equidimensional Hulls and Equidimensional Decompositions
Again we present two di erent approaches. The rst approach, which is used in several papers ( GTZ] If we compare Algorithms 5 and 6, the second algorithm looks more elegant, but our experience shows that it is very e cient only for small codimensions, or for a small number of variables. Furthermore, with Algorithm 6, it is di cult to obtain the other equidimensional parts of I, because, in general, 
Zero{dimensional Primary Decomposition
We shall rst give the theoretical background, which is used for the algorithm of Gianni, Trager, and Zacharias ( GTZ] De nition 15. Let P be a maximal ideal in K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]. P is called in general position with respect to the lexicographical ordering induced from x 1 > > x n , if the reduced Gr obner basis of P is of type fx 1 ? f 1 (x n ); : : : ; x n?1 ? f n?1 (x n ); f n (x n )g with f i 2 K x n ].
Remark 16. Notice that automatically f n is irreducible and deg f i < deg f n , i < n.
Every a = (a 1 ; : : : ; a n?1 ) 2 K n?1 de nes an automorphism ' a of K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] by ' a (x i ) = x i if i < n, and ' a (x n ) = x n + n?1 P i=1 a i x i .
Proposition 17. Let Another possibility, also reducing the problem to the zero{dimensional case, does not necessarily need a radical ideal to start with. This approach, relying on Lemma 4, goes back to Gianni, Trager, and Zacharias ( GTZ] { return Result A third possibility, also starting not necessarily with a radical ideal, is based on characteristic sets. We will treat this approach later.
Associated Primary Ideals
The rst approach, proposed by Eisenbud, Huneke, and Vasconcelos ( EHV] ), is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 24. Let I be an ideal, P 2 minAss(I), and m an integer satisfying I : P m 6 P. Then the equidimensional hull of I + P m is a P{primary ideal of a decomposition of I. 
The Normalization
Here we describe an algorithm, proposed by T. de Jong ( J] ), which goes back to Grauert and Remmert GR] . Other algorithms were given, for example, by Seidenberg Se], Stolzenberg St], Gianni and Trager GT], and Vasconcelos V1] .
The algorithm of De Jong is based on the following criterion for normality due to Grauert and Remmert GR]: Proposition 32. Let R be a Noetherian, reduced ring. Let J be a radical ideal containing a non{zero divisor such that the zero set of J, V (J) , contains the non{ normal locus of Spec(R). Then R is normal if and only if R = Hom R (J; J).
Remark 33. Let R and J be as in the proposition, and let f be a non{zero divisor of J. We shall explain this for the case when the input ideal I is (weighted) homogeneous with strictly positive weights.
An idempotent e, that is, e 2 ? e 2 I, has to be homogeneous of degree 0.
Therefore, no idempotent will occur in the rst loop. 
Minimal Associated Primes via Characteristic Sets
The concept of characteristic sets goes back to Ritt ( R1] , R2]) and Wu Wu] . In our context, when applying this concept, the basic strategy is the following.
Let X be a nite set of generators for the given ideal I K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]. Compute a characteristic set of X. Successively extend this characteristic set via pseudo{division. Split the radical of I with the help of the extended characteristic set F. Distinguish two di erent types of splitting, depending on whether F is irreducible (then F corresponds to a prime ideal) or not. When applying the above idea recursively, the prime ideals corresponding to irreducible extended characteristic sets provide a not necessarily minimal prime decomposition of is well{founded, that is, every non{empty subset of K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] has a minimal element. is, however, not a total ordering.
De nition 36. Let f; g 2 K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]. f is said to be of lower rank than g if f g. f and g are said to be of the same rank, f g, if neither f g nor g f, that is, class(f) = class(g) and cdeg(f) = cdeg(g).
De nition 37. A nite sequence of polynomials F = ff 1 ; : : : ; f r g K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] is called an ascending set, if either 1. r = 1 and f 1 6 = 0, or 2. r > 1, 0 < class(f 1 ) < < class(f r ), and each f i , i = 2; : : : ; n, is Ritt{Wu reduced with respect to ff 1 ; : : : ; f i?1 g, that is, f i is Ritt{Wu reduced with respect to f j , j < i.
The basic computational tool in the context of ascending sets is pseudo{division (or Ritt{Wu reduction). Remark 38. The existence of extended characteristic sets is clear from the following algorithm (Ritt-Wu process) for the computation of an extended characteristic set. Since is a well{founded ordering, the termination of this and the subsequent algorithms is guaranteed by Remark 42. Let X be any non{empty subset of K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] n f0g, F a characteristic set of X, and g 2 K x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] nf0g Ritt-Wu reduced with respect to F. Then G F for every characteristic set G of X fgg. Algorithm 20. and one component of dimension 0. Column 9 indicates, whether the given ideal is already radical or not. Finally, column 10 contains the number of embedded components. The examples show that there is no unique strategy for the computation of primary decompositions. Sometimes much more time is used for computing the radical or the minimal associated primes than for the complete primary decomposition a la Gianni, Trager, and Zacharias. The reason for this is the use of the factorizing Buchberger algorithm, which is usually very e cient (in a few cases, however, it can be quite time{consuming). 
